
 You will be teaching your dog to do behaviors to both auditory commands and hand 
signals. Every time you give a verbal command you must get the dog to point B (which 
is where you can say that is what I wanted you to do, “good command”) and praise 
them. It is the praise that habituates behavior not the command. Hand signals are 
generally easier for the dog to understand and you should use those when you are not 
quite sure that you will be able to make the dog do what you wanted to with the 
command if I were to voice it. It is less damaging to your training to walk away from a 
hand signal without achieving the behavior than it is to walk away from an auditory 
command. When using negative commands such as leave it, drop it or quite the 
command can be accompanied by a loud sound such as a hand clap or a foot stomp. 
ALWAYS USE THE DOG’S NAME TO GET THEIR ATTENTION BEFORE GIVING 
AUDITORY COMMANDS OR HAND SIGNALS. 

Do not use generic praise, always praise the command.

Commands How to use

TSCH (I do not like that)

HEY  
UGH 

You can use any combination 
of the sounds.

 When telling your dog they are doing something you do not like do not use the word 
no rather use a halting nonverbal sound that becomes a blanket statement I do not 
like what you are doing right now. Then immediately tell them what we want them to 
do and praise them for doing that behavior.

Dog’s name Use the dogs name ONLY in a positive manner to get them to glance at you so that we 
can ask them to do something else. NEVER use their name as a negative!

Look  Use this command to keep your dogs attention on you for a longer period of time. 
Start time count when they are looking at you pause that count when they are looking 
away start again when you get their attention back they get the treat at the end of a 
specific time.

 Take it This command is used when the dog is allowed to have something that you were 
offering or is just in their environment.

 Leave it  This command is used to remove the dogs attention from a stimulus. Be that stimulus 
food, other dogs or people etc. Praise the dog when they remove the retention from 
that stimulus i.e. they look away or they back away or they sit or lay down removing 
their attention from the stimulus.

Sit  This command is given to get the dogs butt on the ground. The dog’s name can be 
used first get their attention, and wait can be used to elongate behavior.

Down  This command is used to get the dog prone on the ground or other surface such as 
their bed the sofa or the exam table at the vet. It is often best to ask the dog to sit first 
then give the down command. Wait can be used to elongate behavior.

Off Off is used to get dogs off of people or furniture teach them that it means I want all 4 
feet on the floor.

Come The come command is best employed if you teach your dog that every time you say 
come it means to approach you and sit within arms reach and let you touch them. 
When the dog comes to you on its own just praise the command “good come “ and if 
the dog sits on its own touch it this will help prevent jumping on you.
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Settle  Use this come and ask your dog to lower its energy.

Wait  Wait Is probably our most used command. Off the leash it is used to say stop moving 
forward or stop following me the only thing we correct is forward movement. On the 
leash it means I want you one step behind me. It is used to move the dog out of your 
way when they are in heels for turning right or left it is used to move the dog behind 
you at places like the front door and it is used to put yourself between the dogs and a 
person or another dog that is approaching you.

Heel The heel command is used to teach the dog to stay at your side in a small crescent 
were they cannot quite get in front of you or behind you. Heel  is used both on the right 
and the left depending on which side YOU want the dog to be THE DOG NEVER gets 
to choose or change the side unless you want them too while in a heel.

Done Command means exercise finished, the dog can do what it wants.

Back This command is used to back the dog up, move them out of your way.

Loose This command is used to tell the dog not to pull while in loose leash. Loose leash is 
anywhere from just passed heel on your leash to the entirely leash. Being allowed to 
walk in front of you is a privilege the dog gets to do this when they are calm, if they are 
excited or you are approaching a stimulus such as another dog, people or the street 
move the dog back to heel and then they can go back into loose leash when 
appropriate. Do not say heel in loose leash, just say lets go or come on.

 Stay  This command is used to tell the dog to freeze in the position that it is in until it hears 
one of two release commands. Generally those release commands will be done or 
come. The dog is not allowed to change positions If they are sitting they may not 
stand or lie down. If they do change position the handler must complain with 
there I don’t like that sound re-position the dog to the position they were in and 
repeat this day count to three and do a proper release with either done or come. 
You will find wait to be The correct command rather than stay most of the time. 
Because if you say stay you must watch the dog and they may not move till you 
release them.

Drop it Use this to make the dog relinquish what is in int mouth. Touch a treat to the dogs nose 
and say drop it. 

Target have the dog touch its nose to your hand for a treat. WILL GET FOOD FOR THIS 
COMAND EVERY TIME.

Load Go up onto or into something and sit.

Go to… Go to your bed, crate or place and lay down.

HARD LEAVE IT! Not only look away from stimulus but physically move away far!
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